
How far can you go with letters?
The first set of examples below includes the use of personalised letters such as a Greek ‘e’ or a typographic ‘a’.
They are getting out of hand at speed. The second set are likely to be the exaggerated result of two different
models. The third set is typical of young teenage girls and in the fourth the flourished descenders need to
disappear as do the over-large loops in the final one.

None of these issues are easy to deal with. Individuals who have developed flamboyant or eccentric letters are
probably only reflecting their own characteristics. It may not be the best approach to criticise them but
something has to be done. Praise for originality might work but only in the context of suitable usage. As well as
being a reflection of the writer’s individuality, these forms were perhaps copied from someone they admire or
possibly a peer group style. This may be perfectly acceptable in letters to their friends. For formal work they need
simplifying for the sake of legibility if nothing else. 

A head teacher in a local secondary school once said that she was going to ban circles on the top of ‘o’s. My
reply was that she might as well ban measles. Those circles, as with the other styles below, were a sign of
immaturity and, with luck, would disappear as the girls grew up. Let your pupils laugh at the examples and
suggest their solutions.
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How far can you go with letters?

‘a’ and ‘e’ get the worst treatment.

‘u’ and ‘n’ arches must look different.

Circles on top of ‘i’ look silly.

Squiggles are confusing.

Muddled loops. This says ‘should at all’.

Keep the basic shape of your letters conventional.
You do not want to have the same writing as everyone else but if you want
people to be able to read it easily then you have got to keep within certain
limits. As well as the list on page 40 there are other things to watch.

Adults do not read every letter of every word. They scan the general shape of
the word, but when they come to a mixture of unusual shapes they have to
stop and puzzle it out. Simple letters can be personalised and still be
recognisable at speed, but unusual letter shapes cause confusion.

You need to keep the essence of each letter, so do not lose the differences
between ‘n’ and ‘u‘.

The letter ‘i’ should have a dot and not a large circle. These circles can get so
exaggerated that they suggest another letter.

Those squiggles that are used to decorate ‘g’ and ‘y’ are also best kept for
personal correspondence. They may be fun, but distract the reader and make
your hand move in the wrong direction. An economical movement looks better
and works better too.

Loops can get out of hand and your handwriting can end up looking like
knitting.




